[The proposal of an index of dynamic property of the airway].
We propose (-deltaG(rs)/deltat)/G(rs) obtained from Astograph as an index of dynamic property of the airway. G(rs) represents respiratory conductance. Fluid mechanics suggests that (- deltaG(aw)/deltat)/G(aw) is related to a coefficient of airway contraction or dilatation. G(aw) represents airway conductance. R(rs) (=1/G(rs)) is approximately equal to R(aw) (=1/G(aw)) + Constant. R(rs) and R(aw) represent respiratory and airway resistance, respectively. As R(rs) is thought to be closely correlated to R(aw), G(rs) should be correlated to G(aw). Thus, if G(rs) is used as a substitute for G(aw), (-deltaG(rs)/deltat)/G(rs) should also be related to a coefficient of airway contraction or dilatation. We found that asthmatics had significantly higher (-deltaG(rs)/deltat)/G(rs) than normal subjects. That is, the airway smooth muscles of the asthmatics are more contractive than those of normal subjects.